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Taps-Junior Senior Week-End To Be Blast
Fabulous May Band
Will Provide Music

Honor Day Features
Parades And Awards
The annual Honors Day Parade here at Clemson College
•will be held at 4:00 p. m., Thursday, May 17, on Bowman
Field. This year the parade will be held in conjunction
with Armed Forces Week activities and will feature, in
addition to the parade ,many displays of military equipment. The displays will be available to the public from
1:00 to 5:00 p. m. Thursday.
During the parade awards will"
be made to outstanding Army
and Air Force ROTC Cadets who
have distinguished themselves
in the many Military and Academic fields available to them
at Clemson. In the past the
Honors Day Parade has been
held in conjunction with Mother's Day.
The following awards and citations will be presented.
Armed Forces Communications
and Electronics Association Medal awarded annually to the soph,
junior or senior taking military
training with communications or
electronics as the major course.
Awarded to Mr. Bobby J. Arnold of Laurens, S. C.
ROTC Gold Medal of The Society of American Military Engineers presented annually to
the most outstanding ROTC engineering student. Awarded to
Barton D. Pattie, Waynesboro,
Va.
Quartermaster Association Anj nual Award presented annually

Ramsey To Head
BSU Next Year
Heyward Ramsey, ag engineering junior from Brevard, N.
C, will assume the office of
president of the Clemson Baptist Student Union for the coming school year. The new officers, forming the Executive
Council of the B. S. U., will be
installed during the regular
i morning worship hour at ■ the
Clemson Baptist Church on Sunday, May 13, by the Director of
Student Affairs, A. B. Parsons.
The duties of the Council are to
' act as the governing body for
the group and to plan the activities of the Union during the
school year.
The following students were
elected to offices on the Couneil, and will be installed at the
same time: enlistment vice-president, Bill Allgood; social vicepresident, Frank Lundy; devotional vice-president, Dick Flowers: program director, Dick
<Ballenger; secretary, Jimmy Li, gon; mission and stewardship
chairman, John Parrish; Sunday
School superintendent, Cliffe
Harkey; Training Union Director, Bill Weeks; publicity chairman, Francis Holladay; extension chairman, John Henry Turner; music chairman, Jerry Sinclair; Christian actions chairman, Neil Phillips; and faculty
advisor, Mr. Ed Warnhoff.

to the most outstanding ROTC
quartermaster senior. Awarded
to William P. Hood of Hickory
Grove, S. C.
Quartermaster Association Annual Award presented annually
to the most outstanding junior
enrolled in a major course of
study at a GMS unit that qualifies him for the quartermaster
branch. Awarded to Daniel D.
Lee Jr., of Dillon, S. C.
The Armor Medal presented
annually for scholastic achievement to the most outstanding
cadet enrolled in armor 2d year
advanced. Awarded to Charles
Sanders of Ninety-Six, S. C.
U. S. Armor Association En
graved Scroll presented annually
to the most outstanding cadet
enrolled in armor 2d year advanced. Awarded to George H.
Charles Jr. of Daytona Beach,
Fla.
Association of XI. S. Army
Award presented annually to the
most outstanding infantry grad
uate. Awarded to David H.
Padgett of Walterboro, S. C.
American Ordnance Associa
tion Medal presented annually to
the most outstanding 2d year advanced ROTC Cadet enrolled in
ordnance branch. Awarded to
William A. Leitner of Clemson,
S. C.
S. C. Society of Sons of Amer.
ican Revolution awarded to William A. Leitner.
Army ROTC Award presented
to the most outstanding army
ROTC student being graduated
in June. Awarded to Mr. Eld(Continued on Page 6)

The Clemson College Glee
Club presented six concerts on
a two-day tour of four cities
May 3 and 4, under the direction
of Hugh McGarity, director and
associate professor of music.
The itinerary included Greenwood, Columbia, Sumter and
Hartsville. The glee club opened the tour, at home, May 3, before the Clemson College Woman's Club in the Clemson
House at 4 p. m. That same evening a performance was presented in Greenwood at the Lander College Auditorium, at 8 p.
m. The group appeared May 4
at Dreher High School in Columbia at 11 a. m., at Sumter
High School, 2:30 p. m., and at
Hartsville in the Coker College
Auditorium at 8 p. m.
The concerts featured Jack
Shaffer, Columbia junior, Teddy Holt, Loris sophomore, and
Pete Pearce, McColl sophomore,
as soloists; also, the club's quartet, "The Four Notes", comprised of Randy Burnside, Bob
Wall and Jimmy Bradford,
freshmen from Chester, and
Richard Ashmore, sophomore
from Greenville. John David
Stanley of Clemson was accompanist.
(Continued on Page 6)
Mrs. Mittie Merritt Lewis, Clemson's "Mother
of the Year," will be honored at all festivities
on the campus this week-end. Mrs. Lewis was

selected from many nominations given to the
Tiger Brotherhood.

Mother Of The Year
Lauded Saturday Night

Faculty Senate
Passes Curriculm
Evaluation Program

Clemson's "Mother-of-the-Year" for 1956, Mrs. Mittie
Merritt Lewis, of Columbia, will be on the campus over
the Mother's Day week-end to take part in the festivities
and to be presented to the student body. She will stay
at the Clemson House as the honor guest of Tiger Brothr
The South Carolina Student
erhood, honorary service fraternity, which annually sponThe faculty ewaluation pro- sors the Mother-of-the-Year program.
Branch of the American Society
gram, which was proposed by

the Student Assembly sometime
last year, has recently been approved by the Faculty Senate
Committee.
This program, designed to improve the quality of the cirriculum of the courses of the various
departments here at Clemson,
will be administered by the Student Government following this
approval by the Senate. Rating
sheets will be given to the students by their individual professors for 'the sole purpose of
evaluating that particular course.
These questionaires will be filled out in proper form designated by the Student Assembly
by the students and returned
r
A buffet supper for juniors unsigned, to the professor. The
, and seniors and their dates, professor is then required to
with the faculty, will be offer- take each individual for study
ed by the Clemson House Fri- and revise his course according
day night. May 10, before the to what he sees justifiable.
The Student Government beformal dance. The meal, which
lieves that with the proper atwill feature the regular three- titude on the part of both stumeat menu with all the acces- dents and professors, this evalsories, will be held in the uation program can be of great
Clemson Room and will cost benefit to the college curriculum.
The success of this program
51.50 per plate. Tickets will
will be the determining factor in
be on sale after dinner tomor- deciding if it will be used again
row, for the last time; they next year and in the following
will not be sold at the door.
years.
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Men Make 4-Cily
Tour This Season
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Richardson Named
Ag. Engineer Leader

Mrs. Lewis will be the honor
guest at the Junior-Senior Banquet Saturday afternoon and at
the dance Saturday night. She
will be presented to the students just before intermission
at the dance, by Joe Taylor,
new president of Tiger Brotherhood; during the intermission
the Brotherhood will hold a
drop-in party in her honor at
the Tiger Brotherhood Den.
She will be presented again
Sunday morning at the Clemson Methodist Church.
Mittie Merritt Lewis was
born October 11, 1875, in Samp-

Loan Fund To
Be Closed Friday
The Student Loan Fund books
will be closed offcally at 2:30
p. m. Friday, May 11, 1956: all
fines and loans must be paid on
or before that time. The books
will be turned over to Mr. Walter Cox, Dean of Student Arfairs, Friday afternoon.
A desk will be set up at the
treasurer's office all day Friday
to receive payments on loans
due,' at the same time students
are receiving uniform allowance
checks.
Letters were received Tuesday by every person . owing
money to the Loan Fund. If any
accounts are still unnaid Friday
afternoon, letters will be dis
patched immediately to the parents of the student.
At midnight Tuesday $304 in
overdue loans was owed to the
Student Loan Fund, with $40.50
accumulated in fines on this
amount, it was reported by McCoy Johnston, chairman of the
Student Loan Fund. He stressed that as a matter of principle,
letters are being sent to persons owing even slight amounts
in past fines.
Any student can check with
the Student Loan Fund in the
Student Government Office after supper Thursday night, May
10, to get any desired information on his status with the Student Loan Fund.

'Y' Council Has
New Leaders
The Sophomore Y Council at
its weekly meeting Monday.
May 7, at the Y elected officers
for the coming semester.
Those elected are: Chester
Reeves, president; Andrew
Cross, vice - president; John
Spearman, secretary; Harry Bolick, treasurer; John Braid,
chaplain; and Lawrence Connor, reporter.
President Francis Holladay
called for a report from the various working committees of the
council. The project committee
reported that the event board
had been ordered and it would
be put up as soon as it arrives.

of Agricultural Engineers held
son County, North Carolina, the its regular meeting Tuesday
daughter of John Robert Merritt, night, May 8, in the Agricultural
lumberman, and Mary ' Susan Engineering Auditorium for the
Merritt. She was educated in purpose of electing officers for
South Carolina, at Clifford Uni- the 1956-57 school year. Jimmy
Richardson, junior from Lancasversity at Union.
Bill Pressley of Biltmore, N
Mrs. Lewis is the mother of ter, was named to the office of C., has been elected president
president,
and
Jimmy
Ligon,
six living children, four boys
of the Student Section of the
and two girls: Kenneth M. Mc- junior from Easley, was elected American Farm Economic AsDuffie, who graduated from vice-president.
sociation at Clemson College.
Davidson College, Davidson, N
The secretary - elect is Sam
John Murphree of Six Mile,
C; Robert E. McDuffie, grad- Gambrell, junior from Owings; was elected vice-president; Tony
uate of The Citadel and at- Sammy Moore, of Dalzell, is Rutz, Camequa, Cuba, secretary;
tended Georgia Tech for grad- treasurer; Bynum Driggers, re and Carl Lewis, Branchville,
uate work; Frances McDuffie porter; and Neil Phillips, club treasurer. Rutz and Lewis will
Bullard, graduate. of Converse coordinator.
attend the national A. F. E: A.
College, and did graduate work
The Club elected Mr. G. H convention in California during
at Peabody College; Kathryn Dunkelburg as their faculty ad- *'"r*V5t as Clemson chapter delLewis, Converse, University of visor.
I egates.
Georgia,
and
Pennsylvania
School of Social Work for graduate work; and Merritt Lewis
*nd Harold Lewis, both of whom
attended Clemson and played
football during the time that
Jess Neely was head coach.
Mrs. Lewis has for some time
made her home in Columbia,
near the home of her eldest
daughter. She derives much
pleasure from cultural entertainments such as concerts, plays
and participates in social gatherings with enthusiasm and
sincere interest. In fact, it is
this sincere interest and her
many daily kindnesses that
make her loved by all persons
who know her. This is probably
one of the main reasons that
Mittie Merritt Lewis has been
chosen as Clemson's "Motherof-the-Year" for 1956.

PresHey Heads
Ag. Ecom. Club

The Billy May Band, Sam Donahue conducting, will
arrive on the Clemson campus tomorrow to highlight th«
festive activities of Clemson's annual Junior-Senior weekend. The May Band will perform three times for tha
Clemson men: at the formal dance Friday night, at a frea
pop concert Saturday, and at the informal dance Saturday night.
The Billy May Band, Sam
Donahue conducting, will arrive on the Clemson carhpus tomorrow to highlight the festive
activities of Clemson's annual
Junior-Senior week-end. The
May Band will perform three
times for the Clemson men: at
the formal dance Friday night,
at a free pop concert Saturday,
and at the informal dance Saturday night.
The Friday night dance will
be preceded by a buffet supper
at the Clemson House for Juniors and Seniors and their dates.
This supper is being sponsored
by the Clemson House for juniors and seniors to simplify their
preparations for a formal dance
at 9:00 p. m. Miss TAPS will
reign at this dance.
The Junior-Senior Banquet,
at which the graduating class

To Honor Class
Of 16 With Play
Little Theatre
The Clemson Little Theatre
has announced theoagjsj for its
production of Noel Coward's
"Blithe Spirit," to be presented May 31, June 1 and June
2 in the new auditorium of the
Food Products Building as part
of the entertainment for Clemson's commencement program.
Some of Clemson's most able
and experienced actors are in
the group, which includes Wally Lott, Maxine Trively, Jeanette Jatz, Marie Grimes, Dorothy Ware, Bob Nowack and
Charlotte Greer. The play will
be produced by Joe Young and
directed by Bob Ware, professor
of biology at Clemson. Called
by its director "the first Bridey
Murphy story," the improbable
but delightful farce deals hilariously with the situation of a
man who has two wives on his
hands, one of them in spectral
form. The play is written by
one of the world's most famous
and successful theatre men, Noel
Coward, an Englishman equally
well-known as playwright, director, actor, and writer of
popular songs. It is ofen con
sidered the best of his many
works, which have been pro.
duced everywhere from Broad
way to Timbucktoo.

NOTICE!
AH members planning to attend the Ceramic Department
Banquet must see Joe Edwards
or the Ceramic Department
Secretary by May 14.

will be the guests of the thirdyear men, will be held at 1:30
p. m., Saturday afternoon. Tha
guest speaker will be R. W.
Frost, humorist and entertainer,
and the guest of honor will be
Clemson's "Mother-of-the-Year"
for 1956, Mrs. Mittie Merritt
Lewis of Columbia.
At 4:00 p. m. Saturday the
Clemson students will hear the
Billy May Band perform in the
Amphitheatre, free of charge. A
large turnout is expected for
this event.
The informal dance of the
week-end will begin at 8:00 Saturday night, at which time the
"Mother-of-the-Year" will again
be the guest of honor. She will
be presented to the audience
just before the intermission by
Joe Taylor, new president of
Tiger Brotherhood.
Any students missing these
events this weekend will be
missing some great music. A
few of the items that may be expected from the May Band are:
a great rendition of "Man With
the Golden Arm," by Sam Donahue, leader of the Billy May
Band; "Moonglow," interspersed
with the theme from "Picnic";
"When I Take My Sugar to
Tea," an old Billy May standard with Sam Donahue on vocal;
and "Mr. Wonderful," a female
vocal.

Moore-Heron
To Head P. R.'s
Lanny Wayne Moore, dairying
sophomore from McConnels,
was elected leader of next year'$
Clemson Pershing Rifles at a
recent meeting of the members
of the 1956-57 drill platoon. The
assistant platoon leader will be
Roy Herron, ag engineering
sophomore from Starr.
The platoon, which recently
took first place honors at the
Cherry Blossom Festival and at
the Southeastern Pershing Rifles Meet, have selected fiftyfive freshmen to fill in the ranks
next year. These new members
will be initiated next fall, at
which time they will begin
drilling for their many appearances during the year.

NOTICE!
Tomorrow, those student*
who have made partial payments on their 1956 TAPS may
complete the same and pick up
their yearbooks in the TAPS
office which is located on the
fourth floor of the student
center. The office will be
open between the hours of 8
a. m. and 6:30 p. m. FRIDAY.

Sponsors For 1956 TAPS Senior Staff

NOTICE!
Friday, May 10, has been set
aside by the Student Bank
for the payment of uniform
allowance checks to ROTC
students, and all persons are
asked to complete this business on that day. The line will
enter the treasurer's office by
the front door, and after receiving- checks, the students
will leave by the side door.
Desks will be set up at the
side entrance for receiving
payments of money owing to
the Student Loan Fund and
payments on TAPS.

The sponsor for the senior staff members of the 1955-56 TAPS
are, left to right, top row): Miss Helen Oeland, Converse, for
Frankie Martin, editor; Miss Ann Moseley, Columbia, for Bill
Dunn, business manager; Miss Sophie Leventis, Charlotte, for
Ted Pappas, Designer; and Miss Nancy Simpkins, Converse, for
Frank Anderson, literary editor. (Seeond row) Miss Ann

Buckwalter, Columbia, for Lea Salter, features editor; Miss
Pat Arant, U. S. C, for Rusty Langley, sports editor; Miss Sally
Watson, Brenau, for Smith Chance, organizations editor; Mis*
Polly Prentiss, Columbia, for Alston Thompson, military editor; and Miss Barbara Sparks, Limestone, for Bill Voight,
classes editor.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

TALK OF THE TOWN

What's Your Opinion?

Multi Colored Posts Dealt Low Blow;
Birdmen Get Their Wings In Helicopter

THE members of the TIGER staff wish to make it clear
that they would like to encourage all arguments on
the fraternity situation here on the campus. We believe
that the only way that this question can be clearly brought
before the "Powers That Be" is to have an interesting, intelligent argument brought before the public from the
student body.
All arguments, both pro and con, will be welcomed by
the TIGER in the form of letters to Tom Clemson, or otherwise.

|

LIT TIE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thursday, May 10, 1956

by Dick Bibler

THE LOGGIA ON
PONT GET ME WRONG, BUT

By BILL DUNN
HELICOPTERS RAISE HELL
we are asking that the students present
Paying attention in class was hard their student card when signing the golf
enough with all of the noise made by the register in the Pro Shop. It is also sugdiesel driven post-hole diggers and the gested that the students check with our
electronic devices used to paint blue Pro, Mr. Bob Renaud, concerning our lostripes on yellow posts. Now a new dis- cal rules such as early morning starting
tracting feature has been added—HELI- times, etc.
COPTERS. It's reached the point where
Some of the students are beginning to
one has trouble sleeping through air use the club but for those not familiar
science class any more. Would it be pos- with its location, please follow these disible for the responsible authorities to re- rections:
strict their airbourne adventures to the
Take the Greenville Highway to Liberafternoon or possibly to some scenic spot ty, turn left at the second stop light on to
other than the campus?
the Pickens Highway.
Go about two
Undoubtedlyvthe air science department miles to the Country Club sign on the right
went to considerable lengths to obtain at the crest of a hill. Turn right and folthese "educational" trips for their person- low signs to the club.
nel but they should, nevertheless, show the
For the Board of Director*
respect which is due to the professors and
Paul E. Bowie, Jr.
their classes. If the senior birdman in
President
charge of the local chapter of the National ROOKIE DAY
Birdwatchers United would make an atThe Clemson chapter of the N. A. A. C.
tempt to cut down on noise both the pro- P. (National Association for the Advancefessors and the students would greatly ap- ment of Colored Posts) was dealt a low
preciate it.
blow Monday night when several of their
GOLFING OPPORTUNITIES
yellow and blue striped posts were reThe following letter was received in The moved from the small parade ground. Thi»
Tiger office early this week:
action will undoubtedly be attributed to
Editor, The Tiger
the "Rookies." It is highly irregular that
Clemson College
■
A DANCE NIGHT
the "Rookies" should participate in an act
Clemson, S. C.
as beneficial to the school as this was. RuDear Sir:
mors that the posts were discovered at the
The Board of Directors of the Pickens "Zoo" the following morning. Maybe the
County Country Club has voted to offer Senior Platoon initiates went over to feed
Clemson students the use of our golf the animals.
course at a special green fee of $1.00 except
"Rookie Day" drew to a close at apon Saturdays and Sundays. On those days proximately 3 o'clock Tuesday morning on
the students may use the course but will the upper quadrangle, entertainment proCARTER
have
to pay $1.50, the regular guest green vided by, and at the expense of several
still a few ignorant, backward jackasses
fee.
Inasmuch as ours is a private club old members.
on the campus. The next thing you know
these jerks will be carrying on a conversation during the blessing. Fellows, let's
wait for just a few minutes before we
start helping our plates and feeding our
By DICK ELLIOTT,
faces from now on.
Assistant
Student Chaplain
I realize that the food in our dining hall
isn't what you might say the best, but that Do you believe in Divine intervention in God. The minister immediately asked #
is irrevalent to my argument. Let's show our lives on earth More specifically, does the ailment was psychological. That is
a little reverence and appreciation for God, can God, intervene in our lives to the an old argument and it irritates me trewhat we do get. It will be appreciated by extent that He breaks His own laws of na- mendously. What difference does that
those who do practice this unwritten law. ture—laws which He made himself, laws make It probafcly was psychological to a
Another little thing that gets on people's which He refused to break when the devil large extent—doctors say that 85% of all
nerves is the sardine-like crowds around tempted Him in the wilderness, but also illness is psychological. But either God
the doors at mealtime. The dining hall the laws that our four gospels tell us He did it or He didn't. If He did, He broke a
officials have tried to alleviate the situa- broke readily to rescue people from dan- natural law, whether it was mental or
tion by allowing the doors to be opened ger, pain, or disappointment. This would physical. I see no reason to believe that
early so we can walk like civilized peo- lead us to think that Christ refused to He will cure mental disorders and ignore
ple.
At the present time it looks as if break laws to help himself, but couldn't re- physical disorders. The mind is the body,
some farmer is calling the hogs for their sist breaking them to help the people He they're inseparable.
loved.
daily slops.
The modernist contends that even the
Just remember that a few unlucky in- In this age of modernistic Christianity
psychological healing isn't really God, but
dividuals have been cut by being pushed this problem slaps us abruptly in the face.
rather the individual heals himself by bethrough that glass. One of these days, I think it is one of our greatest problems.
lieving that he will be healed. Although
somebody is going to get cut up badly, and I also think it is a black or white, yes or
I believe that there is more to it than this,
I'll hate to say I told you so, but I told no, type of problem, i.e. either you believe
I will admit that there is truth in this. I
that He will intervene or you believe that
you so.
also believe that this is more plausible
T-SHIRTS ....
He won't. If we believe that He will,
than the belief that God differentiates beThe problem of what should be con- then there is some sense in asking God to:
tween mental and physical disorders.
sidered proper attire on the campus has cure the incurable disease, to bring rain,
I personally believe that God will break
been cussed and discussed before.
The to protect our loved ones, to divert the
His
laws of nature to help His people (or
main issue that I wish to spout forth about tornado, to calm our anxieties. Neither
maybe
He isn't breaking a law, just fulthis time is T-shirts. I will admit that can we believe in God helping us psycholfilling
a
law that we aren't aware of). I'm
they are comfortable but as far as being ogically and not any other way.
Our
not
a
fundamentalist.
. I don't believe
proper attire for everyday campus wear, minds react to stimuli, and for God to
that
this
is
true
because
it is in the Bible,
change that reaction is to break a natural
I can't agree.
but
I
believe
it
is
in
the
Bible
because it is
Clemson is supposedly striving to raise law just as diverting a tornado.
true.
I
believe
it
because
I've
seen it
her standards and I and many other peoOn the other hand, if we don't believe
ple agree that the standard for clothes He will intervene, we tie God hand and proven. Most of all I believe it because
should also be raised. T-shirts are fine foot with His own laws. We might as it fits in with my concept of a loving Fafor lounging around on your hall, for play- well confine our prayers to worship. We ther.
ing softball in the afternoon, or for visit- can believe in life after death, but our
I would advise you to examine the eviing your buddies in other sections of the contacts before death will be almost nil.
dence in your own interests before calling
dormitories, but I'm afraid that no one can Several weeks ago I told a minister that anyone who believes in Divine intervenput forth any plausible argument in fa one of my relatives had been healed by tion a religious fanatic.
vor of wearing them to class and to meals.
Let's try and look a little neater in our
appearance and wear a sport shirt of some
sort. This business of rolling up your
sleeves above your shoulders is ridiculous.
Everybody knows you've got muscles, so
why try to impress people with them. AfA AM*!/
IfHt
ter all, you're supposed to be a big boy
now—act like one.
Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association

Its Hot Weather, But Not T-Shirt Time;
Only Imbeciles Eat Before The Blessing
\£5 IN PRIVATE CONFERENCE WITH MISS LUSH-CARE TO WIT?'

US mStakan
(Author of "Barefoot Boy Wtth Cheek," etcf

PHI BETA KAPPA, I LOVE YOU!
Once there was a Chi Omega named Alfreda Pectate who
was beautiful and well-formed and wore clothes of the most
tasteful cut and smoked the gentlest of all cigarettes — Philip
Morris, of corris! — and had, in addition to these admirable
qualities, a brain so massive and retentive that she used to read
the Britannica just for kicks.
Alfreda had one great ambition: to be elected to Phi Beta
Kappa. Consequently she was all a-dither when she heard a
rumor one night that a man from the Phi Beta Kappa selection
board was coming over to the Chi Omega house to interview
her. Being all a-dither, Alfreda sat down and lit a Philip Morris,
as she always did when she was all a-dither, for gentle Philip
Morris, as wise Alfreda knew, is comfort to the troubled, balm
to the beset, and a haven to the vexed. But gentle Philip Morris,
as Alfreda, with her mighty intellect, was well aware, is not
only a cigarette for times of stress and strain, but also the
perfect accompaniment to happiness and light. For gentle
Philip Morris is sunny and cheery and jolly and merry and
yummy! All this Alfreda, with her giant cerebellum, knew.
By and by there came a loud, masculine knock on the door, and
Alfreda, composing herself, went to answer it. "Won't you come
in ?" she said to the man outside. "I am Alfreda Pectate."
"And I am Ed Fester," said the man, entering with a friendly
smile. Ed had found that a friendly smile was a great asset in the
Venetian blind game, which happened to be Ed's game. He had
nothing to do with Phi Beta Kappa; he had come over to see
about a new blind for the house mother's bedroom. But, of
course, Alfreda knew nothing of this.
"Do sit down," said Alfreda.
"Thanks, hey," said Ed. "But I can't stay long."
"Of course," said Alfreda and proceeded without delay to
demonstrate how wide and comprehensive was her learning.
"Deer," she said, "have no gall bladders."

*peer, * eke &ti, %lmeUo tell' blg<t<ter&.
"Is that so?" said Ed, who nntfl this moment had believed
deer had gall bladders.
"Ben Jonson," said Alfreda, "was buried in a sitting position."
"Hmm," said Ed.
"'Fortnight' is a contraction of 'fourteen nights,'" said
Alfreda.
"What do you knowr said Ed.
"Many people think it is forbidden to wash an American
flag," said Alfreda. "That is not true. It is perfectly proper to
wash an American flag."
"Learn something every day," said Ed.
"The smallest fish in the world," said Alfreda, "is the Pandaka Pygmea, which is under a half inch when full grown."
"How come they buried that Jonson sitting up?" said Ed.
"It's terribly crowded in Westminster Abbey," said Alfreda.
"Oh," said Ed.
"Ann Boleyn had six fingers on her left hand," said Alfreda.
"Heavens to Betsy!" said Ed.
"Are there any questions you'd care to ask me?" said Alfreda.
"Just one," said Ed. "How big is your house mother's
window?"
A tear ran down Alfreda's cheek. "Well, that's the way it
goes," she sighed. "You work and slave and study and then they
catch you on a trick question!... Oh, well, that's life, I guess."
Forlorn and bereft, she rose and shambled to her bed and
fell upon it and wept for several days. But finally she pulled
herself together, and today she is with Byrd in the Antarctic.
©Mai Shulmtn, 1956

You don't have to be a Phibale to know that Philip Morrit, made
by the sponsors of this column, it the gentlest, tastiest cigarette that
money can buy.

By DICK
TAPS
~r"
They're here, you guys! What I'm referring to is the new 1956 TAPS. Fellas,
the new TAPS is tops. I have heard comments from the TAPS staff and from all
reports this one is the Quintessence of
college yearbooks. Most of you recall that
last year many of the pictures in the TAPS
were not exactly of the highest calibre.
The photographs this year are clean and
clear cut.
You people who don't have yours yet,
get on the tick and scrape up those six
skins. We all know that six bucks can
be difficult to obtain at times, but look at
it this way—you would not expect to gain
admission to an opera for same price that
you might pay to see a burlesque show,
would you? This new TAPS can be compared to a comic book in the same way,
if you please. The difference is in quality. One has to pay more for the finer
things in life; and this new TAPS is one of
those things. By the way, that honey that
you're having up for the Big Week-end
will certainly be disappointed if you don't
have a yearbook waiting for her.
JUNIOR-SENIOR
Well troops, its just about that time agai
Well, troops, its just about that time
again. That is, it is time for another fabulous TAPS JUNIOR-SENIOR. As usual,
this will be one of the top dances and
week-ends of the entire year.
This dance- promises to be stupendous
in every respect. There will be some terrific orchestrations under the direction
of Sam Donahue presented at both the
dances Saturday and Friday nights as well
as the concert in the amphitheatre on Saturday afternoon. The Billy Mays band is
one of the finest in the country and those
famous slupping saxes are really smooth.
You few who don't have a ticket yet better
get them fast; and those who don't have a
sweet young thing yet—well, you'd better
do something real quick like.
DINING HALL INFRACTIONS
You can call them what you want—pigs,
atheists or just plain imbeciles. The people to whom I am referring are those obstreperous individuals who start stuffing
themselves before the blessing at each
meal—training table included,
torn by now. But, it seems that there are

A Word To The Wise

Tiger,

:-: DISC-O-PATION
By Charlie Richer
Like "Lullaby of Birdland"?
You can now hear it in TWELVE
different interpretations on RCA
Victor's new LP or 45EP. The
jazz groups include such wellknown artists as Billy Byers, Al
Conn, Pete Jolly, Shorty RogersAndre Previn, Mary Carroll, and
Charlie Barnet.
Capitol's recently released
best-selling albums are really
racking up sales. In Sinatra's
"Songs For Swingin' Lovers",
Frank applies his marvelously
romantic style to happy songs
about love and again shows why
he's one of the nation's finest
vocalists. In "Our Paris", by
Franck Pourcel's lyrical string
orchestra, the favorite songs of
Paris set an enchanted mood.
Those of you who have seen the
movie "Carousel" may be interested to know that an album of

this great music has been made
directly from the sound track of
the movie.
Speaking of sound-track recordings, RCA Victor has recorded the theme music and
"Moonglow" from the sound
track of "Picnic"; what a gas!!
Another sound-track recording
is the original recording, by
Shorty Rogers and his Giants, of
"THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM"; a more danceable
recording of this Elmer Bernstein tune is the one by the
BILLY MAY BAND. Still another cutting has been made by
a vocal group.
One of Capitol's newest feminine recording artists, MARIA
COLE, is the wife of the same
label's Nat "King" Cole. After
graduating from high school at
fifteen, Maria Ellington managed to sandwich in singing jobs

after business college classes,
despite the severe objections of
her aunt and father. A few
years later, she settled in New
York, working for two years
with the Duke Ellington Band;
Maria was billed as just MARIA,
in order to avoid less confusion
about her non-existent relationship with the Maestro. She also
sang for a short while with the
Count Basie Band. In May,
1948, Maria and Nat were married, and she, believing that
there should be no lengthy separations in marriage, immediately discontinued singing and became a housewife. Maria returned to show business last December and has signed a recording contract with Capitol Records. Says she, "I want to make
good records for Capitol and do
a lot of guest shots on television".
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Letters to Tom Clemson
Dear Tom,
I have just finished wading
through four pages of last week's
"Tiger". This letter is to express my opinion on both subjects included in those pages and
on the fact that they are there.
First, let's consider that threepage masterpiece contributed, I
am told, by the "Anderson Independent" as an advertisement.
The South is full of such literary
blunders, and I am confident
that such writing can do nothing but harm. However I would
not object to such writing being
printed, if both sides of the situation could be printed. Since
all more liberal writing is closely censored, and since the "Anderson Independent" was aware
of that situation, and since it
took advantage of the opportunity to print its argument knowing that retaliation was impossible, I am sure that were I one
of the misguided students subscribing to that notorious publication, I would cancel my subscription immediately.
As for "My Old Kentucky
Home Goodnight" I can think of
no greater pleasure than that
■which I would derive from tearing that story apart word by
word, but it would take a full
three pages and I'm quite sure
it would not be printed. Suffice
it to say that my ideas concerning the subject are much more
liberal than those of Mr. Debnam, and if I may say so, MUCH
more intelligent. To say more
would be to invite censorship.
Our second subject is that of
fraternities. The page in "The
Tiger" concerning this subject,
was slightly biased in that it
neglected to mention the undesirable aspects of social fraternities. I feel that the school paper should endeavor to print a
clear picture of every problem
which comes before the student
body and should not express
personal opinions except in editorial-type columns.
If I were asked to vote for
or against social fraternities at
Clemson I would vote against
them. But I am not violently
opposed to them and will freely
admit that they could help Clemson and that Clemson certainly
needs help right now. A few of
my arguments against fraternities are as follows:
1. Fraternities divide the student body. This is a very strong
objection which even fraternity
men will admit. They not only
divide fraternity men, but also
divide fraternity men from nonfraternity men. I have heard
this spoken of as an advantage
of fraternities, but I can't see
it as such. I consider our friend*ly, united student body to be one
of our biggest assets. I believe
fraternities would hurt that
friendliness and unity.
2. Our absence of fraternities
is all that remains to distinguish
Clemson from certain other institutions in the state. I came
to Clemson because I liked what
Clemson was. If I had wanted
fraternities I knew where I
could find them. There are
those (a majority of the student body, I'm afraid) who
want Clemson to be another
U. S. C. I don't think we need
another U. S. C. in South Carolina. It is not that I have anything against U. S. C; I have a
brother and a sister who graduated there, but Clemson is different, and I'm proud of that
difference. I realize that this
is the attitude of a traditionalist
and that I'm in the minority.
3. This may be considered a
very narrow - minded argument
and I suppose it is, but I feel
that far too many social fraternities encourage drinking through
social pressure. At present if a
boy doesn't drink when he enters Clemson, the chances are
fairly good that he won't drink
when he leaves. I believe that
membership in the average so.

rial fraternity would change
these odds drastically. To those
students who beliwe that social
drinking should be included in a
college education, I can only say
—I can see your point, but I
can't agree with you.
4. As a final over-all argument, I feel that the good that
we can get from fraternities can
be obtained from other sources,
and that the bad that they of
fer is absent to a large degree
on our campus and should re
main absent. I will admit that
that "good" is desperately need
ed, and unless we are willing to
work to get it from some other
source we better get fraternities.
I do have a few ideas on "other
sources", but time and space
won't permit their inclusion
here.
I do believe fraternities are
coming to Clemson, simply because those of us who are against
fraternities are taking a passive
attitude and those of us who
are for them are working our
fool heads off. I would like to
offer a few suggestions which I
think should be heeded before
fraternities are introduced.
First, we should have a student body vote to decide whether
to accept them or not.
If the vote shows that the majority of the student body want
fraternities, we should begin to
build from the inside. We should
build a strong chapter and petition the national fraternity of
our choice for membership. No
strong fraternity is going to
come onto the campus trying
to establish a chapter. That is
a sure sign of a weak fraternity
—the kind that we don't want.
I think the fraternities should
be housed in the dormitories in
a similar fashion to the method
that U. S. C. is using. I think
this will counteract to a small
degree the division of the student body that will inevitably
follow. Also our dormitories
will be easily adapted to this
method.
Don't allow any freshman to
join. He should wait until he
knows what various fraternities
stand for and what he wants in
his fraternity. Wait at least until the sophomore year.
Try to accept as much of the
student body as possible. It will
be impossible to accept 100%,
and any proposal suggesting that
this is possible is ridiculous.
Clemson, You, and Fraternity
Life,—you perhaps, but not me,
and I hope not Clemson.
Sincerely,
Dick Elliott '56
Dear Tom,
In week before last's TIGER
there appeared an article favoring the abolishment of censorpopular songs. It is often controversial subjects of national
interest. I agree wholeheartedly with the opinion stated in
the article that the TIGER
should be the students' newspaper. However, I believe just
as strongly that the printing of
uncensored articles concerning
the problem allued to in the
article, which is of course segregation, would be highly detrimental to the unity of the student body and, therefore, that
censorship of articles of such
nature should continue.
The fact that complete lack
of censorship in college newspapers on the subject of segregation causes disunity in the student body has been clearly demonstrated at the University of
South Carolina. The GAMECOCK publishes any article
concerning segregation, regardless of which side of the issue
the article favors, and the publishing of said articles has had
the effect of arousing the emotions of the students to such a
high state that the student body
is now clearly divided into two
opposing groups, each bearing

definite hostility to the other
All Carolina students, not being
allowed by other students to
take the "middle ground," are
forced by circumstances to take
a stand either for or against segregation, and the students' feel,
ings about the issue are so
strong that in many cases closest of friendships have been destroyed.
Perhaps the disunification of
a student body would not be too
high a price to pay if, in some
way, we could settle the problem
of segregation through discus
sion. However, Carolina students state that the articles in
the GAMECOCK have not help
ed in any way, but, instead, have
only made a bad situation worse.
We have no power to decide urjon and enforce a solution to the
segregation question, and, therefore, I cannot see a single
worthwhile thing to be accomplished by discussing the problem. It would be foolish to sacrifice the unity of the student
body for no good cause except
for us to be able to claim the
dubious privileges of having
complete lack of censorship on
all articles, regardless of the
harm said articles could cause.
Perhaps there are advantages
to having uncensored articles in
the TIGER, but until Clemson
students are given the power to
decide upon a solution to the
segregation problem and to enforce this decision and unless
there is a way to prevent disunity of the student body over a
discussion of segregation, then I
sincerely hope that censorship
of articles concerning this question will continue.
Beverley Jackson
Class of '57
Dear Tom,
Now that much has been said
(and it seems, with no results)
about Dig More Holes daily
about Clemson campus, we
would like to get our "two cents"
worth in as to a suggestion.
It seems that instead of having many thousands of those infernal yellow post scattered
about every place in Clemson
except in front of Tillman Hall
—and that may be next—which,
as we have heard in the past
many a time, and due to the fact
that we also have heard that
Clemson has three full-time po
licemen on duty at all times in
some small building about the
campus. We would like to suggest to any and all officials, including the board of trustees
that each and every Yellow
Post be completely and permanently removed and that those
full time policemen make their
rounds every 30-minutes where
certain cars are allowed to go
or be parked and if the wrong
car is there they could have
same moved to it's rightful parking lot or call the wrecker that
the College has and have said
car pulled into some parking lot
and the owner fined. We feel
this would be much more satisfactory idea than having those
yellow poles sticking around
blocking every nook and corner
including fire trucks in case
one needs to be driven where
the post is standing.
Another idea that we feel
would be well worth while—
that is, to have equally as many
holes dug around in different
places on the campus and have
small oak trees and pink dogwood trees planted in each
hole.—Think it over DMPHD
committee. Our paper is out.
Bill Maxwell, '57

Clemson Motor
Company
General Repairs
On Highway 123

that he (Oscar) thought that
Army life was supposed to mature a person. It didn't work
in Lawrence (the child veteran)
Rhems case. Even Voight's dates
are more grown-up, Mouth.

Leonard (Needle Nose) Humphries lost another one. Looks like
you're the same way with women and baseball. Zero in both
cases.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SATS—

that Mac (the hoodlum) Henthat he (Oscar) wonders why dee had better go ahead and get
Jimmy (Smoother) Humphreys married. You need someone to
doesn't move his bed down to take care of you, peon!
the Air Force Dept. You stay
—OSCAR SAYS—
With the fly boys all the time
anyway, Diamond Boy.
that you co-eds need not think
you're in my good graces. I still
—OSCAR SAYS—
cut you, they're just cutting
that Jim (the Shadow) Doar them out. You all have a friend.
is making the dance profitable
—OSCAR SAYS—
They're using him for a drumstick.
that Smith (Pot Belly) Chance
Mr
will be in his prime this weekt-OeCAR BATS—
"""
end. How you and (Fat Man)
that he (Oscar) thinks the Wilkes get dates is more than he
pyramid pins are real appropri- (Oscar) can understand.
ate. Most of you have person—OSCAR SAYS—
alities like mummies anyway,
my little brothers.
that Marion (the Converse
Stooge) Sams was delighted
—OSCAR SAYS-r
when the "goon platoon' 'rook
that Billy (Sandy Springs ies caught him. He thinks if he
Snow man) Richardson is the goes in with lip-stick on he will
worst thing since Oz Willard.
impress his "rats". They're the
only ones you impress, Lover
—OSCAR SAYS—
Boy.
that he (Ocar) hears that Ca—OSCAR SAYS—
sey (the goon) Kennedy had his
date for the dance broken. She's
congratulations to the TAPS
still coming to the dance though; staff for early yearbook delivery.
with someone else! I can see You punks do something besides
why though, funny-face.
play cards, after all.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Leland (the information
room owner) King is having
competition from Duke lately.
I knew you couldn't keep her
fooled forever, Curly.

that Woody (the Sgt.) Middleton has been out of the lime
light for a long time, but he
(Oscar) predicts that our boy
Woody will be all dressed in his
cellophanes this week-end. Why
—OSCAR SAYS—
do some people require so much
that he (Oscar) sees that attention, Infant?
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Ceramic Society
Chooses Leaders
For Coming Year

Administsration Now Studying
Very Important Fraternity Issue

Officers for the coming school
year of the Clemson Student
Chapter of the American Ceramic Society were elected at the
regular monthly meeting Tuesday, May 8.
Those elected are: president,
Jim Barton of Taylors, vicepresident and treasurer, Bonum
Wilson of Charleston; secretary,
Lawrence Cothran of Clemson;
and corresponding secretary,
Norris Hooton of Clemson.
Plans were discussed for dropins to be held during the dances
this week-end and final arrangements were made for the
Ceramic Department Banquet to
be held Friday, May 18.

By JIM HUMPHRIES
Recently many articles have appeared in the TIGER
about fraternities at Clemson, and the subject is a popular one on this campus. Some people have shown concern over the fact that this question has been referred to
the administration of the college, since they fear that this
will mean the automatic death of the issue. Such is not
the case at all. If fraternities are brought to Clemson
our administration will, of course, be responsible.
It behooves them, therefore,
to make a thorough investiga
tion of this important question
before giving us a decision. At
some colleges this fear that a
proposal has bfeen pigeon-holed
when referred to the administration may be justified. However, we are fortunate that that

—OSCAR 8AYS—

that history was in the making last week-end when someone
finally out-grubbed William
(Sweet Lips) Dunn. I, for one,
thought that was impossible^
Dipper-lips,
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) is watching to
see who will have their cellophane pants on this week-end.
The weather is just right for
them and they (pants) look good
with a dinner jacket. Right,
"Pinky Lee"?

—OSCAR SAYS—
that Eddie (Rusty's Bug-Mate)
Seay has a big date for Jr.-Sr.
that Rhett (Runt) Roman is
She loved you until she got the not only cocky but the biggest
invitation, didn't she, high school bum on the campus.
Harry?

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street Greenville and Suburban (Branch) Store
Pleasantburg Shopping Center, Laurens Road

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

—OSCAR SAYS—

ANDERSON, S. C.

congratulations go to Johnny
(Corky) , Drake for being voted
the boy whose arm they'd like
most to massage by the Greenville High School girls. Local
Yocol makes good.

Farm Implements - - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1895"

««5»K.'<

Your Musical Headquarters

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Gaston (Sleepy) Gage
stays arotind so much, it is
sickening. Why don't you go
back to the beach where you belong, high schooler?

Mary's Record Shop
GREENVILLE, S. C.

—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

will not happen here. The fraternity question is fresh in tht
minds of our administration, and
they have already begun a study
of fraternities at other schools.
Before a fraternity is asked
on this campus, we should hav«
studied the charters of many to
give us critera for selecting th«
best fraternities for Clemson.
This may take time; however it
is a wise and necessary step.
The responsibility now rests with
our administration, but they
welcome our suggestions and assistance. We should endeavor
to show continued and expressed
interest, patience, and confidence
that our administration is work*
ing for what is best for Clemsott
and its student body.

STONE BROTH ERS

—OSCAR BAYS—

that the mot appropriate name
for Bill (Zero) Voight would be
Grady Grammar School. He
calls his dates every day at
recess time. Old Ocars never
die; they just go back to the
cradle.

that the rookies did a pretty
thorough job of making the old
members sweat. He (Oscar)
thinks the old members were
pretty chicken.

j

23 West Washington Street

526 S. Main Street

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.
—Greenville—

that Bill (Peanut) Dunn should
have a versatile week-end —
grubbing, grubbing, and grubbing.

$

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN

—OSCAR SAYS—

that the dances, banquets, and
parties should pretty well make
this the best week-end ever at
"Old Clemson".

Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

—OSCAR SAYS—

sincere apologies to you Doc.
He (Oscar) left you out again.

Mauldin Chevrolet Company

TRAILERS
FOR RENT
Local - Crost Country
Hitches Furnished
Nation-Wide Trailers
Newt Stall catches the sharp end of a saber wielded by Lynn
Hendrix at the Scabbard and Blade initiation which was held
last week. Onlookers Eddie Patrick and Bill Hood, smile in
agreement with the action as they recall the same situation last
year but with different victims. (Photo by Gene Cantrell).

Hash's Shell
Service Center
Pendleton Road",

Phone 6025

YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
Pendleton Phone 3821

Clemson Phone 5387

We Service All Makes and Models

Pendleton. S. C.

-YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTEI

W.N«ON^

Girls Walked A Mile From J. Paul Sheedy* Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

CLEMSON
THEATRE
"The Country Gentleman's
Theatre"
CLEMSON, S. C.

Phone 6011
Thursday, May 10

"The Lone
Ranger'11
Also

"Twenty Four
Hour Alert"
Jack Webb

Friday & Saturday May 11-12

"Jubol"
Glenn Ford - Ernest Bourgnlne
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
May 14, 15, and 16

"111 Cry
Tomorrow"
Susan Hayward

H

Dnn« anything tonight honey?" Sheedy asked his little desert flower. "Get

lost!" she sheiked, "Your hair's too shaggy, Sheedy. Confidentially it
sphinx!" Well, this was really insultan. So J. Paul got some Wildroot
Cream-Oil. Now he's the picture of confidence because
he knows his hair looks handsome and healthy the way
Nature inlented . .. neat but not greasy. Take Sheedy's
advice. If you want to be popular, get a bottle or tube
of Wildroot Cream-Oil. Nbmad-der if your hair is
straight or surly, thick or thin, a few drops of Wildroot
Cream-Oil every morning will keep you looking you*
best. You'll agree Wildroot really keeps Sahata-n place
all day long.
*e/13lSo. Harris Mill Rd„ WilliamsvilU, N. Y.

Wildroot Creom-Oil
gives yov confidence

■ Winston is the cigarette that gives you flavor in filter smoking
— full, rich, tobacco flavor! No wonder Winston's so popular with college
smokers clear across the country. Along with real flavor, Winston also brings you
a finer filter that works so well the flavor comes right through. Try Winston!
It. 't. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., WTNSTON -SALEM, R. C.

SW2£
wrivsTCW
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Bengals Vie In Three Tourneys This Weekend
Cub Trackmen Take Top
Place In Frosh Meet
Tiger Tracksfers
Place Second In
Stale Track Meet

By JERRY AUSBAND
GREETINGS AND THANKS
I greet all of you now as sports editor of the TIGER,
a position which I have envied, and I am indeed proud
Clinton. South Carolina played
host to the 29th annual "Little
of the opportunity to bring to you the coverage of all TiOlympics" of South Carolina
ger sports.
last Saturday, that saw three
Thanks certainly must go to Louis Jordan who has done
state records succumb to newer
marks.
such a wonderful job with the sports this year. In overThree Tigers saw daylight in
seeing all the work, he has put many hard hours of work The tennis team is playing today in the ACC men have just wound up a successful season.
copping both the high and low
in to bring you what you want. He also had to put up tournament in Raleigh. Both the golf and They are (left to right): Eddie Scarpa. Don hurdles, in addition to securing
teams have tournaments this week-end
Mitchell. Pete Norris, Coach Sloan, Kit Math- the shot put event. J. R. Steedwith my insults, stupidity, and haziness, which is more track
in North Carolina. Coach Hoke Sloan's net- ews, Terry Wise, and Chris Theos.
ley came from behind to wrest
than the ordinary person should have to endure.
top honors in a last-minute
In all seriousness, I hope that I can be at least as sucburst of speed from Wyatt Aiken
of Presbyterian in the 120 highcessful as Louis with his coverage. As you may or may
hurdles. Joe Bowen, tired from
not know, his section of the TIGER received ten points out
running a second place 100 yard
of a possible ten in judging of the paper by the ACP for
dash in 9.9 seconds, just mothe South Carolina Collegiate Press Association. This
ments before, took third. When
the time for the 220 yard lowis indeed an honor.
hurdles came, however, Bowen
By DON BENZ
Working with me to bring you all the news as it hapfound his second wind to win
This week-end finds three of the Tiger teams moving
pens and all the news that is going to happen, so far as is
going away in 24.5 seconds.
Shot putting honors fell to the
possible, will be Bill Crosson and Don Benz. Both are into North Carolina for the A. C. C. golf and tennis touryoung
man expected to do great
Their regular
eager and hard workers, as you may have noted in Bill's neys, and the Conference track meet.
things for the same Tigers in
schedules are completed; only these Conference clashes
features and in Don's writing of last week
football. Bob Spooner heaved
the 12 pounder a distance of 46
Again, I wish for Louis a successful year at the helm of remain.
Johnny Drake, the "Clemson
the TIGER, and again, let me wish that this sports page Today, Raleigh, N. C, saw the "Rock" Norman will be taking Comet," gathered in his fourth ft., 10% in.
a strong group to the meet:
These events made up the
win last Thursday as the Tigers
beginning play in the tennis
will please you.
pretty well-rounded and capamajor portion of the Bengals
came
from
behind
to
edge
the
tournament which will continue ble of a fine showing. HeavyNO APOLOGIES NECESSARY
"Little Wind" from Furman 4-2. total score, allowing them to
For the past week since the TIGER came out, I under- through Saturday. Coach Hoke man Bob Spooner will be there Neither team scored until the come in second, 27 points behind
Sloan journeyed up there with in the favorite's role as the seathe University of South Carolina.
stand that several members of various teams on campus I his netmen and their 6-9 record. son's top shot-putter in the A. third inning when Popson sear- Five men from Carolina ened a four bagger with a team
have severely criticized the sports page for the lack of This is, however, a record for C. C. Spooner has come up with mate occupying second as a re- deavored to crack old records,
news stories on games or meets which were played last a rough schedule, for their op- several tosses over 47 feet sult of a double. However, but only three succeeded. Poe
position has been nothing but throughout the season, while no
Silas, who broke Bob King's
these were the only two runs!
week.
the strongest The team" has met other A. C. C. shot-putter has
record
of 142 ft., 6 in. the preI do not apologize for this lack of news stories. I rather them remarkably though, with passed the 47-foot mark at all. Drake gave up as he went thei ceeding day, came back to
rest of the way until the top ofi
felt badly about it myself, but it just so happens that our their determined manner. Look- Although Duke's Olympic the ninth to yield three more! lengthen the distance by over
back, they would probably hopeful, Dave Sime, is expectsports were cut at 1:10 on Wednesday morning to one ing
well-spaced hits. Leonard Hum-1 7 ft. Bartulski arrived late to
name as their highlight, the 5-4 ed to dominate the hurdles and
propel the javelin a stupendous
page after two entire pages had already been devoted to loss they handed the College of the 100-yard dash, from Tiger- phries' services were needed to 213 ft. 8^ in. In the 880 yard
extinguish a small uprising by
this necessary news. Some stories had to be cut and left Charleston. In beating them, town will come Joe Bowen and Furman in their half of the dash, Fred Roberts sprinted down
out entirely, while others had to be shortened in order they showed little respect for John Steedly, and they will be ninth, but he retired the last two the stretch to break his own
the Maroon's three year, 24 trying. These two have been
standing by one-tenth of a secmen in short order.
to complete this page.
game winning skein. Playing consistent point-getters for the
ond.
Johnny
has
bettered
every
The other two men's efforts
I realize that the teams need the support of the TIGER before a hometown crowd in Orange and Purple and their
team that has faced him this weren't quite enough. Conway
and of all the students, and I also realize that many of the Charleston, the two mainstays best efforts will be seen.
of the Tiger squad: Eddie ScarIn the high jump, there is season except one. He now leads Snipes took the pole vault with
sports participants like to see their name in print. I can pa and Chris Theos, were at strength in Tom Cameron, who the Atlantic Coast Conference in a pull of 13 ft., but just couldn't
guarantee that we on the sports staff will write all the their usual best. These two men has cleared six feet in all but earned run average, and as a reach the 13 ft, 4 in. height set
result of eight Furman fannings.
news that happens and will strive to print all of it, but and Terry Wise, Kit Matthews, one meet. A top-notch per- has boosted his total number of by Fennel of Clemson. Tom
Pete Norris, and Don Mitchell formance is expected from him.
Collins, also from Carolina, won
when a situation arises such as arose last week, we can have played a great game all the Maybe the Spring sports rec- strike-outs to 48 in 44% inn- the high jump at 6 ft but could
ings.
do no more than we did.
n't attain the 6 ft, 3% in. mark.
way.
ords aren't the best, but the
The Tiger trackmen will next
THE CUBS ARE TOPS
The new home of Wake For- other A. C. C. teams will meet
to Durham, North CaroThe Baby Bengals are tops in my book and anybody est College, Winston-Salem, N. in the Tigers, whether it be in A woman is likely to keep journey
C, will be the site of the A. the back court, on the green, trying on shoes until the clerk lina, where they hope to capture
else's who have even read a little about the Cub teams of C. C. golf tourney, tomorrow and or on the last lap, a formidable has a fit. —The Office Econo- many events from their rivals
in the Atlantic Coast Conference
mist.
this spring. Of course, we have to go back and congratu- Saturday. Leading the Bengals foe.
late both the football and basketball freshman teams, but onto the fairways will be Lenny
South Carolina Intercolwe are now primarily concerned with the spring sports Yaun,
legiate Champion. He should be
and the wonderful record which they have made.
watched, as should all of Coach
First and foremost in everyone's mind should be the Bob Moorman's squad, runnertrack team which won the state track meet in Clinton ups in the S. C. Intercollegiate
Tourney. Here too, will be
Saturday. Clemson took the track meet over their near- George Warren, John Woodard,
est rival, the University of South Carolina Biddies, which Bob Agnew, Bill Van Arsdale,
further increases their standing as the top team on the Kit Hane, and Andy Inman; another Tiger squad to be reckoncampus.
ed with.
Wilbur Simmons set a new state record in the 220 yard Perhaps overshadowing the
low hurdles when he cracked a mark formerly held by others slightly, because of the
Reynolds of Presbyterian College. His time was :25.3 Olympic flavor, will be the Atlantic Coast Conference tack
which was exactly nine-tenths of a second faster than meet at Duke University. Coach
the old record. Not only did he crack this record he gathered 15 points for Clemson to lead the entire meet. He
tied for first in the broad jump and placed second in the
120 yard high hurdles and the pole vault.
Floyd Lawrence, who also starred for the Baby Bengals
in football, also set a new state record in the shot-put with
Clemson's Baby Bengals lost
a. throw of 44 feet five and one-half inches to break an their fourth game of the year
old mark of 43 feet six inches which Lambreth of New- in a fifteen inning thriller to
Georgia Tech 6-5. The game
berry held.
a home one on Saturday.
Other Cubs who placed high in the meet were Walt was
Clemson's Rudy Stowe was
Tyler, Bob Swofford and Bob Snyder. They contributed the victim of the loss although
he pitched good ball until the
greatly to the Cub victory.
Perhaps the Frosh baseball team is a team on campus top of the fifteenth. In this inning
Stowe's
pitching
rival,
which is not appreciated as much as it should be. The "Buddy" Blemker, drove in the
Baby Bengals have won eleven of fifteen games this winning run. He had earlier
year, and in those wins and even losses, they have fur- tied the game up in the ninth
with an over the fence home
nished spectators with some of the best baseball this cam- run.
pus has seen this year, bar none.
The Yellow Jackets wound up
Not only have the games been spectacular, fans have their season with a 2-1 record
while, Clemson lost only four
seen future varsity material at work. Rudy Stowe has and won eleven of their games
perhaps been the most outstanding although many of the
Outstanding pitching was done j
other fellows on the team have shown outstanding abil- by both pitchers, with Clem-1
leading all the way until
ity. These are the boys who will make the Tigers a great son
th^ ninth when Blemker hit his
baseball team next spring.
home run.

Track, Tennis, Golf Teams
Play In ACC Championships

Tigers Overrun
Furman Hornets
In 4 - 2 Contest

Baby Baseballers
Bow In Contest
To Georgia Tech

"THE IVY LEAGUE STORE"
Specializing in

Ivy Clothing

Clemson's flashy freshman track team walked away
with top honors from the 29th annual South Carolina Intercollegiate track meet at Presbyterian College last Friday. The Cubs won the freshman meet with a whopping
total of 64 points.
Several records were shatter- son placed third in the 440 yard
ed by the Tiger Cubs. Wilbur dash.
Other Clemson Cubs placing
Simmons smashed the old 220
yard low hurdles mark of 26.2 in events were Swofford in tht
seconds and replaced it with a 120 yard dash, Larry Rudin in
sizzling 23.3 seconds. Simmons the 100 yard dash, and Newman
also starred for the Tiger frosh and Tyler of the Baby Bengali
in tying for first place in the placed first and second in the
broad jump, placing second in 880 yard run.
the 120 yard high hurdles, and
Tyler was second in the two
taking second place in the pole mile run, while Swofford placed
vault event.
Single-handly, third in the 220 law hurdle*.
Simmons amased a total of 15 Swofford won the high jump
points, during the meet.
with a leap of five feet eight
Setting records for the Uni- inches. Swofford also placed in
versity of South Carolina were the pole vault.
Bill Latham with tops in the one
Snider placed second behind
and two mile runs, Jim Cath- Lawrence in the shot put Harcart with high in the 440 yard rison placed third in the discus,
dash, and Don Goodroe with while he won the javelin with a
best in the 120 yard high hur- throw of 176 feet four and one
dles. Latham's time were 4:29.5 half inches.
for the mile and 10:20.5 for the
The past 28 meets of the
two mile sprint. Cathcart's dash "Little Olympics" have been
time was 50.5 seconds, and Good- dominated by Clemson with
roe ran the hurdles in 15.7 sec- Carolina running a close second.
onds.
Clemson has taken 11 championFloyd Lawrence of Clemson ships and one tie for first place
came through in fine fashion to lead. Carolina has won 10
with a new freshman shot put meets land tied with Clemson for
record.
Lawrence pushed the .one.
pellet 44 feet five and one half
inches to better the previous
TEACHERS WANTED!
Entire West, Southwest
record of 43 feet 6 inches. The]
and Alaska
old record had stood for 19
SOUTHWEST TEACHERS' AG'CY
years.
1303 Central N. E.
Walt Tyler and Childressj
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEXICO
placed second and fourth in the
FREE ENROLLMENT!
mile run, while Wolfe of Clem-

J.E.SIRRINECO.JNC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA
VISIT THE NEW

Clemson Miniature Golf Course
Monday to Friday
Saturday
Sunday ...„

4 to 11 P. M.
10 A. M. to 11 P. M.
2 to 6 P. M.
9 to 11 P. M.
LOCATED BEHIND THE BANK

Will Be Open During
Junior Senior Dance
Weekend Till
2:00 Friday Night
1:30 Saturday Night

Cotton Cords
$27.50
Cotton and Dacron Blends _ _ $39.75
Cotton Blazers- $24.95 and $35.00

Hamburgers-Cheeseburgers

Byers Men's Shop

Will Open 4:30 Sunday Afternoon

11

BEST FOOD IN TOWN
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PAID-AND-AUDITED CIRCULATION

\

-j

PLUS!
77»s /s Proven Leadership
Only newspapers in the United States to twice receive the University of Missouri Silver Plaque for rendering the greatest community service in the nation. (1941 and 1944). *

For ten years Anderson's Modern
and Progressive Daily Newspapers
have led ALL publications in the
two Carolinas in Circulation gains!
Progress through Service to the people of this area 365 days in the
year is responsible for this unprecedented readership, public acceptance and steady growth!

EASY ON THE EYES....
Anderson's progressive daily NEWS papers were designed by
Gilbert Farrar, the world's foremost typographer. They are optically correct, "easy on the eyes," printed clear and sharp in
one of the South's most modern newspaper plants.

NEWS COVERAGE....
Their readers receive full trunkline Coast-to-Coast facilities of
the Associated Press, International News Service, and North
American Newspaper Alliance reports, PLUS more pictures than
are published by any South Carolina newspaper! And all the news
of the Savannah Valley area of South Carolina and Georgia!

99.54% ANDERSON COVERAGE
Over 98 per cent of the steady growing number of subscribers of
The Independent and Daily Mail renew year after year .... one
of the highest acceptance records in the United States! And their
AUDITED CIRCULATION which blankets this city's trading!
area shows COMPLETE COVERAGE of Anderson County, going
to 23,592 families (99.54%) PLUS readership saturation in
every part of Anderson's great trading area of 310,000 people!

FIRST!
FIRST
FIRST

South Carolina newspaper to sponsor series of radio broadcasts to publicize the state's natural resources to the nation.

FIRST
FIRST

newspapers in the South to be selected by Northwestern University for a readership study. m

South Carolina newspaper to install complete photographic
department and engraving plant enabling them to publish
regularly more local and sectional pictures than any newspapers in the state.

newspapers in South Carolina to establish holiday delivery
service to all R.F.D. subscribers.

In 1950, the National Editorial Association awarded The Independent its
Distinguished Service Bronze Plaque for outstanding Farm pages. (In top
three of U.S.A.).
In a typical year the Northwestern University survey revealed the Anderson newspapers contributed $66,091.20 in space to help build this community
and section. (Over and above normal news coverage).
The Daily Mail was awarded the N.E.A. Bronze Plaque for having produced the largest newspaper ever printed in South Carolina (304 pages). Its edition was acclaimed in the group of the three best issued in the United States.
Awarded Editor & Publisher Blue Ribbon for writing and publishing the
best advertisement in the United States in 1941.
First newspaper in the state to be resryled for easy reading by America's
foremost typographer, Gilbert Farrar, who designed Look Magazine, Los Angeles Times, Chicago Sun and many other leading publications.
Received NEA top honors in 1943 for circulation promotion and carriersalesman welfare program.

Me Attiteisott Infcepmienf
South Carolina's Most Interesting Newspaper
L. S. Hembree, Editor

For 55 Years One Of The South's Great Newspapers
J. B. Hall, Editor
James R. Young, Associate Editor
Wilton E. Hall, Publisher

fttititiiZiZftftti

THE ANDERSON DAILY MAIL, ANDERSON, S. C.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M»
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HONORS DAY
(Continued from Page 1)
ridge J. Wright of Belton, S. C.
Third Army Certificate of
Meritorious Leadership Achievement presented annually to the
graduating cadet selected by the
head of the institution on the
basis of leadership development
throughout the ROTC career.
Awarded to Albert B. Blanton of
Forest City, N. C.
Association of V. S. Army
Award presented annually to the
most outstanding ROTC graduate. Awarded to William P.
Hood of Hickory Grove, N. C.
Commander, Best Drilled Company for the academic year
1955-56. Awarded to Robert B.
Holmes of Charleston, S. C,
Leader, Best Drilled Squad for
the academic year 1955-56.
Awarded to Joe R. Bailey of
Lancaster, S. C.
Band Efficiency Awards to
Robert S. Tisdale of High
Shoals, N. C, and Richard S.
Powell of Rock Hill, S. C.
Best Drilled Freshman for
academic year 1955-56. John B.
Smith of Athens, Ga.
Miss Molly Ariel of Converse College, Miss was selected by the TAPS staff from the
Best Drilled Sophomore for
TAPS of 1956, will reign over the festivities of seven TAPS beauties elected at the Homecom- academic year 1955-56. Roy H.
the TAPS-Junior-Senior dance week-end. She ing dances. (Photo by Frankie Martin).
Herron of Starr, S. C.
Best Drilled Junior for academic year 1955-56. Sammie E.
Owens of Greenville, S. C.
High Aggregate Score for
Marksmanship on college ROTC
rifle team. Daniel F. Smith of
Pittsburgh, Pa.
High Score for Markesmanship
The 1956 TAPS is out. The new look, which is prev*
from the standing position on
college ROTC rifle team. Clark
lent throughout the year book, shows up excitingly on I
Dill of Alexandria, Va.
the cover of the book. The green and white stripes with
Neatest Appearing: Cadet
screened blocks bring out effectively the aim and goal
Award sponsored by the Execuof the TAPS staff—to have something new and different.
tive Sgts. Club of Clemson.
Awarded to Currie B. Spivey of
New and different is what they have got. The colored
North Augusta, S. C.
cover is completely unique in that it is printed, something
AIR FORCE
This year the Senior Council
seldom seen with a college year book.
The Augustus Shanklin Med
appointed
attorneys
to
whom
it
For the first time in quite a
delegated the responsibilities of al to the cadet in ROTC, Milifew years the TAPS has a for- but one alternative—to shorten being Council for the defense tary or Air Science, having a
word. This was added because the entire section. They had and to be prosecuting attorneys. high scholastic rating and posthe book has no definite theme. group shots of the squadrons These individuals were chosen sessing qualities of character and
One of the most unusual fea- and battalions where there used from the student body. This leadership. Awarded to Cadet
tures in this book is a pictorial to be companies and battalions. year there were four men pick- Lt. Col James F. Humphries, Jr.,
Something that will probably
photographic essay. It was made
ed, two of whom are juniors and of Columbia, S. C.
by Gus Manus, a professional result in a great deal of copying two of whom are seniors; atThe Air Force Association Sil
photographer from Columbia, S from other yearbooks from other torneys paired off and alternated ver Medal Award to an ad
schools
next
year
are
the
diviC, who is now anticipating his
vanced AFROTC Cadet who is
the duties.
service in the Armed Forces. sion pages. Entirely different and
outstanding scholastically in
The
Senior
Council
elect
for
For the past few years Gus has outstanding, they bring attention
1956-57 has decided to adopt a academic and Air Science
made photos for such national to the otherwise lost introduction
similar system and of course at- courses and possesses outstandmagazines as HOLIDAY and to the different sections.
ing leadership characteristics
The pictures throughout the torneys must be chosen; this will Awarded to Cadet Lt. Col. James
LIFE.
be done before the end of the
For a change from the rou entire book are of professional current semester.
F. Humphries, Jr., of Columbia,
tine set up for college yearbooks, quality which adds to the possiS. C.
The
only
requirement
for
bethe staff set up the 1956 T/r'S bilities of this being one of the
The Chicago Tribune Gold
classes section with the seniors best TAPS in the history of ing an attorney is that a person
must be interested in bettering Medal Award to two Senior AF
being situated with their respec Clemson.
Clemson and the student body. ROTC cadets who are outstand
tive school of study.
There is certainly no necessity ing in military training, acade
The feature section was also
for a knowledge of law other mic achievement and motiva
changed to fit- the change of
than that which any student has. tion for flying training. AwardClemson. There have been two
(Continued
from
Page
1)
This is a good opportunity for ed to Cadet Col. Lynn A. Hend
pages devoted to each dance of
Other Glee Club members you to develop your ability to ricks of Columbia, S. C, and
the year which lengthened the
section considerably There were making the tour included Gary express yourself and to speak Cadet Capt. Billy Passinos of
Greer, S. C.
also individual pages for each Helms, Aiken; Oscar Lollis, Bel- convincingly.
As of yet the Senior Council
The Chicago Tribune Silver
of the concerts given. This, too ton; Charles Blanchard, Johns
added to the length of the fea- Island; Steve Lanham, Frank for next year has not decided Medal Awards to two junior AF
on
the
number
of
men
to
be
Way, Harry Kornsby, all of
ROTC cadets who are outstandture section.
With the out going of the mil- Charleston; Billy MUlon, Ches- chosen, but if any students are ing in military training, academ
itary phase of Clemson life, there ter; Wade Westbrook, Edgemoor; interested please submit name ic achievement and motivation
came a problem of what to do Marvin Gibson, Richburg; James to Mr. Rimmer in the Informa- for flying training. Awarded to
for the Army and the Air Force Kea, Hartsville; Jimmy Young, tion Center not later than Tues- Cadet Sgt. John H Turner, Jr.,
of Marion, S. C, and Cadet Sgt.
Cadets. The TAPS staff had Brunson; Jerry Sinclair and day, May 15.
John Sinclair, Cam-den; Howard (ACP)—The Emory Wheel in- Edmund B. Jones of Columbia,
Rabon, Lugoff; Joe Williams, cluded this short-short in its S. C.
Marion; Frank Sams, Clemson; "Humor Panel" column:
The Republic Aviation Corp
Norman Welborn and Lee Hall,
"Yes, I'll give you a job. Award to the junior AFROTC
Liberty; Larry Roof and Larry Sweep out the store."
cadet presenting an effective
Sherer, Columbia; Graham
"But I'm a college graduate." theme on the subject of Air
Pritchard and Ronnie Rietdorf,
"Okay, I'll show you how."
Power. Awarded to Cadet Sgt.
Sumter; Vince Cala, Baltimore,
Maryland; John King, Maplewood, New Jersey; Frank Edwards, Villa Rica, Georgia; David Moore and Harold Truluck,
Olanta; Bill Austin, Simpsonville; Norville Spearman, Greenville; Marshall Wolfe, Inman.
TO ORDER
Glee Club officers for this
year are: John Sinclair, president; Jack Shaffer, vice-president; Joel Burgess, secretary;
Norville Spearman, librarian;
Pete Pearce, property manager;
HOURS THIS WEEK-END:
Teddy Holt, publicity manager.

The Taps With The
New Look is Now Out

Fine Opportunity
Open To Speak
With Elequence

CLEMSON *

WE WILL MAKE
YOUR PICNIC LUNCHES

HOLLY HILL INN
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FANT'S CAMERA

I

SHOP, INC.

Everything Photographic
h
"Between the Banks'*
V
(U05 E. Whitner - CA 4-0707 j)
Iff
Anderson, S. C.
%

mm

Friday

Saturday
Sunday

Til 12 Midnight

Til 11:30 P. M.
11 A. M. to 10 P. M.

Tiger Tavern
A Delightful Coffee Shop With Fountain
Service
Located in the Lobby of

CLEMSON HOUSE
Open After Dances On Friday and
Terry Bottling
Company
Anderson, S. C.

Saturday Nights

The eight young ladies who will sponsor for the "TAPS" JuniorSenior weekend at Clemson College were announced today by
the Central Dance Association. They are (left to right, top
row) Betty Burgdorf of Converse College and Columbia, for
Ralph Cureton, CDA president from Columbia; Molly Ariail,
Converse College, from Sumter, for Marion Sams, vice-president, Walterboro; Jackie Mapp, Converse College, for Bruce
Cannon, secretary-treasurer, Clemson; Myra Eaves, Salem
Richard M. Gentile of Brooklyn,
N. Y.
The Reserve Officers Association Award to the AFROTC
sophomore based on scholastic
grades, Air Science grades and
Leadership characteristics.
Awarded to Cadet Cpl.:. Henry
F. Cooper Jr., of Augusta, Ga.
The Convair Cadet Award to
an outstanding sophomore cadet
highly motivated and qualified
for flight training. Awarded to
Cadet Cpl. James A. Galloway
of Georgetown, S. C.
The Sons of the American
Revolution Award to a freshman
AFROTC cadet who is outstanding in academic courses, Air
Science courses and leadership
characteristics. Awarded to
Cadet Pvt. Henry C. Martin of
Liberty, S. C.
Best Drilled and Neatest Cadet Awards sponsored by the
Executive Sgts. Club:
Best Drilled AFROTC -Cadet—
(Name not available)
Best Drilled AFROTC JuniorAnthony E. Rutz, . Camaquey,
Cuba
Best Drilled Sophomore —
(Name not available)
Best Drilled Freshman—James
O. Ridgill, Manning, S. C.
Neatest AFROTC Cadet —
(Name not available).

College, from Rutherfordton, N. C, for A. B. Blanton, placing
chairman, Forest City, N. C; bottom row: Bette Graham, Breneau College, for Connie Faucette, publicity chairman, Columbia; Anne Hendrix, Winthrop College, from Columbia, for Lynn
Hendricks, floor chairman, Columbia; Emma Jenkins, Columbia, for Powers McElveen, decorations chairman, Columbia;
and Mrs. Carl Pate, for Carl Pate, alternus, from Bennettsville.

L C. Martin Drug Co
CLEMSON, S. C.

Mother's Day Cards
Wide Selection Of Candies
Visit Our Store Today and Select Your
Mothers Day Gifts
WWW»WW>'»W»»IW» »■ ^4VVVVV»VW»VVV%VVVWW»>t^WW^^

iW/iof young people are doing at General Electric

Young ad man
handles G-E jet
and rocket engine
advertising
The first jet engine ever to power an American plane was built by General Electric in
' 1942. Since 1948, G.E. has supplied the Air
Force with over 30,000 of its famous J47
jet engines. And General Electric's jet experience soon will be paying additional new
dividends to national defense. Its J79 —
called the most advanced engine of its type
in the world—will soon enter production.
The man responsible for reporting G.E.'s
jet and rocket engine progress to its customers and the public is RoyO. Stratton, Jr.,
27:year-"old account supervisor in the Company's Apparatus Advertising and Sales
Promotion Department.

Stratton's Work important, Interesting
Stratton supervises the planning and preparation of direct-mail promotion, brochures,
films and presentations, as well as publicinformational space advertisements for Time,
U.S. News & World Report, Business Week,
Aviation Week, and other magazines.
Considerable' personal contact with the
Armed Services makes Stratton's job an interesting one. Last year he traveled over
60,000 miles, visiting many of the country's
Air Force bases to gather necessary information and pictures.

25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
When Stratton came to General Electric in
1952, he already knew the kind of work he
wanted to do. Like each of our 25,000 college graduates, he is being given the chance
to grow and realize his full potential. For
General Electric has long believed this: when
fresh young minds are given the freedom to
develop, everybody benefits—the individual,
the Company, and the country.
Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York

AFTER RECEIVING a B.A.
in English from Brown
University, Roy Stratton
joined G.E. in 1952 in the
Advertising and Public
Relations Training Program. He worked as instruction-book editor and
advertising copy writer
before his current job.
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